
Q4 What  personal qualities, professional experience or educational
expertise  should the new Superintendent possess?

Answered: 14 Skipped: 0

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Supportive a dual language education program Experience with students of color Not be a "Yes"
man or woman

3/25/2019 3:23 PM

2 Someone who will say something and mean it. A person who will fight for the students, no matter
who or what that is standing in the way. Someone who is willing to work the teachers to give them
what they need in order to help the students. Someone who will come to the schools and meet the
teaches’ and students’.

3/25/2019 11:08 AM

3 Compassion, business acumen, experience and expertise in classroom situations 3/25/2019 9:27 AM

4 Doctorate degree Prior experience (5 yrs or more) as a Superintendent (ie, associate
superintendent) Prior experience as a Principal Focus on student learning (all students) Someone
who works collaboratively with parents and teachers Someone interested in improving the district
Someone who is good at interpreting and managing external environments

3/24/2019 8:38 PM

5 Proven record of turning around a school district, communication, leadership, understanding the
students and faculty, be able to prioritize

3/22/2019 4:41 PM

6 Great leadership skills Experience with a diverse, large school district 3/21/2019 7:03 AM

7 They should be bilingual Experience successfully turning around another school district
Commitment to collaborate with npo's

3/19/2019 10:51 PM

8 College degrees relating to education. No corporate person, A past teacher. someone who has
first hand worked in schools and with students.

3/19/2019 1:03 PM

9 -Ability to lead the staff in the right direction -Ability to engage a high percentage of parents in their
child's education

3/19/2019 7:20 AM

10 The candidate should already have been a Superintendent in another district, so that they know
what "normal" challenges we face and what are particular to Plainfield. The candidate should have
a verifiable track record of success leading a school district. They must be honest, have strong and
clear communication skills. Must be able to work well within a very diverse community and
understand the challenges that the various stakeholders face (be they teachers, students, parents,
etc). Must have an undergraduate degree and, ideally, a graduate degree in education with a
focus on management.

3/18/2019 10:56 AM

11 The new superintendent should be inspirational, likable, sociable, engaging, able to relate to
students of all ages. The new superintendent should be well educated and articulate but also able
to communicate in a colloquial style. The new superintendent must be fair-minded, must
understand student challenges of wringing a good education from a flawed educational system,
and MUST insert accountability into the system at EVERY level, from his own office down to
principals and to teachers.

3/17/2019 5:06 PM

12 honesty, intelligence, compassion, strength, critical thinker, team builder, creative, respect for
diversity of all kinds, zero tolerance for violence and drugs, "strong backbone", ways of raising
money to start programs that will attract top teachers who have deep understanding of their subject
area and have a commitment to engaging students with multiple learning styles. Person MUST
celebrate and support teachers so they can do their job and build a career! Consistent with top
school districts, Students should have equal access to programs that meet their educational
strengths and learning needs, teacher advisement, educational materials, opportunities for hands-
on learning, state of the art technology in labs. focus on all aspects of learning, reading, writing
mathematical thinking as well as ALL of the arts

3/17/2019 2:37 PM
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13 Should have experience with success in current or previous position(s). Spanish-speaking if
possible. Has previously worked with diversity of students and would recognize a city as
challenging as Plainfield is. Good communication skills, be able to work with Board of Education.
Also build on Dr. Biondi's programs. Communicate with local school principals and have them
initiate programs that encourage parents to participate in their children's schooling. Introduce
programs for high school students to prepare them for the work force.

3/17/2019 10:19 AM

14 Must be forward thinking and possess emotional intelligence Must have Masters degrees in
education and has served as an educator and administrator Must be willing to make the tough
choices that are in the best interests of our students Must have the ability to view the bigger
picture that will lead to the academic successes of our school district Must be objective, open to
seeing the perspective from all sides of the spectrum that make up our school district, the
administrators, educators, students, parents and residents of our community

3/14/2019 12:17 PM
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